
* Remote application heat exchangers (air cooled) are available, but must be within 50 feet of HPS.

Hydraulic Power Supply
If your Lansmont Vibration Test System is approaching two decades in age, you need to consider upgrading your  
hydraulic power supply (HPS), the true engine that drives your test system.  Protecting your system’s engine is critical  
for maximum up time, while avoiding potentially catastrophic, costly equipment failures.  GEN1 and GEN2 HPS units are 
now considered obsolete and can no longer be supported through standard Lansmont Customer Service offerings.

Early generation HPS units lack safety systems that protect critical components, such as the HPS filter and motor.  Dirty, 
old hydraulic oil passing through a deteriorated filter can cause the filter to structurally collapse, in addition to putting 
an inordinate amount of stress on the HPS motor.  That same dirty oil can cause the unit to run at hot temperatures.  
Hot oil accelerates critical component failures, such as the high pressure seals within the system actuator, as well as the 
sensitive, precision servo-valve, which drives the actuator and table at the desired frequencies.

GEN3 HPS with air-to-oil cooling.

GEN3 HPS Unit

Lansmont’s GEN3 HPS design incorporates modern technology that drives  

reliable, efficient performance while simultaneously protecting against  

potential failure conditions via a number of system safety interlocks and 

mechanisms.  All Lansmont GEN3 HPS’s…

… are available with either water or high efficiency air-to-oil cooling systems.  

This allows for flexibility in configuring HPS’s to be used with water cooling,  

in facilities utilizing industrial chilling units.  Alternatively, HPS’s configured with 

completely self-contained* air-to-oil cooling eliminate the requirement for water/chiller,  

and all of the plumbing/hardware that comes with it.

…offers a more environmentally responsible solution, versus using/wasting water or other 

chemicals used in chilling systems.  

…are equipped with a filter protection relief valve, redirecting excessive hydraulic pressure from your filter, back into the oil  

reservoir.  This protects your filter from potential collapse, while decreasing the operational load on your HPS’s motor, extending the  

life of your system.

…incorporate updated, highly accurate temperature and fluid level interlocks.  The temperature interlocks assure the water or air- 

to-oil cooling systems operate efficiently and correctly.  The fluid level interlocks protect your system from operating if a minimum 

amount of oil is not present in the HPS reservoir (due to leaks/etc).
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